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What’s so interesting about SAND?

“Granular matter” consists of discrete 
macroscopic particles with dissipative 

(frictional, inelastic) interactions.

Its macroscopic behaviour is 
neither like a liquid, a solid nor a gas.

Really a new state of matter.



Granular systems

Collective continuum behaviour is not captured by any 
single well-agreed-upon differential equation. 

Stress chains in a
2D shear experiment

D. Howell and R. B. Behringer
Phys. Rev. Lett. 82, 5241 (1999).



Even highly “fluidized” 
flows are strongly 
nonequilibrium,
with dense gas 
effects, shocks etc.

E. Rericha, C. Bizon, M. 
Shattuck and H. L. Swinney, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 88, 014302 

(2002).

Granular systems



Mixing and Unmixing

The Infamous “Brazil Nut Problem”

Why, when you shake a can of
mixed nuts, are the Brazil nuts
always on top?

Answer: Shaking sets up 
convection currents which 
carry large nuts to the top.  
The downflows are too 
narrow for the large nuts to 
be carried back down.

http://jfi.uchicago.edu/~jaeger/granular2/ E. E. Ehrichs et al, Science, 267, 1632 (1995). 

MRI tagging



The Makse experiment

I will do this 
demonstration in the 

tea room this 
afternoon

Mixtures of big grains and small 
grain refuse to mix! Instead they 
produce segregation patterns.



http://www.ph.biu.ac.il/~rapaport/visint/images/granrot2d.jpg

Radial Segregation in a 2D tumbler

Small particles 
collect near axis of 

rotation



Axial Segregation in a long tube

Produces a band pattern along axis



Size segregation in a long “drum mixer”

ω

Big grains = white  (table salt or glass spheres) ~ 0.5mm
Small grains = black  (hobby sand) ~ 0.2mm

η = filled volume fraction ! 1/3

ω = rotation frequency ! 2!/1s

Φ = composition fraction
Vwhite/(Vwhite + Vblack) ! 2/3



Movie of axial segregation with random 
premixed initial conditions

Speeded up 60 X real time

Perfectly premixed initial conditions are difficult to 
produce.  We use a long U channel which is rotated in 
the tube to gently deposit premixed grains.



What causes segregation?
Radial segregation precedes 
axial.  Smaller particles move 
toward axis of rotation.

Streaming surface shapes of 
different concentrations are 
different.   S-P. Breton, Khan et al.

Early ideas tried to explain 
axial segregation with a 
negative effective axial 
diffusion constant.              
O.  Zik et al, Phys. Rev. Lett., 73, 644 
(1994).

100% salt

100% sand

end view



Spacetime view of axial segregation with 
random premixed initial conditions

Observe rather 
complex 
dynamics 
leading to 100% 
segregated 
bands.

Φ = 0.5



Φ = 0.5

Wavelength spectrum of saturated bands 
with random premixed initial conditions

50 mm ~ 2 x 
tube diameter

low λ 
cutoff



Space-time view of axial segregation with 
random premixed initial conditions

Φ = 0.66

See some 
indications of 

travelling 
structures.



Prepared “presegregated” vs. random 
premixed initial conditions

The instability amplifies fluctuations in the initial 
concentration distribution so the transient dynamics is 
irreproducible.  Solution: use presegregated initial 
conditions. 

premixed with fluctuations

presegregated with fixed Φ and λ

λ = x+yx y Φ = x/(x + y) 



Spacetime view of axial segregation with 
presegregated initial conditions

Now see a clear 
standing wave as a 
decaying transient

Φ = 0.66



Speed of travelling waves vs. wavelength

cutoff



Derive a coupled diffusion process between the 
concentration        and the local streaming anglec(z) θ(z)
!c
!t = ! !

!z

!
! D !c

!z + g(c)!"
!z

"

Aronson, Tsimring, Vinokur model

Fick diffusion axial slope 
gradient flux
g(c) ! 1 " c2

slope diffusionrotation rate and 
concentration dependent 

source of slope 

!"
!t = !

!
! ! " + f(c)

"
+ D"

!2"
!z2 +! !2c

!z2

coupling 
allowed by 
symmetry

Phys. Rev. Lett., 82, 4643 (1999);  Phys. Rev. E, 60, 1975 (1999). 



Linear stability of ATV model

c = co !o = ! + f(co)Uniform state: ,

c = co + Ae!t+ikz

! = !o + Be!t+ikz

!
Re(!)

Im(!)

k

Get growing non-
oscillatory modes 
below a cutoff k, and 
oscillatory decaying 
modes above.



Fit dispersion relation of travelling waves



c and θ are π/2 out of phase at early times, 
and in phase at late times.

New predictions of ATV model

c θ



Scanning profilometer measures 
the surface shape and 

concentration simultaneously

camera

translation stage

laser



Simultaneous concentration and angle 
measurements contradict ATV theory

c and θ remain in phase at both early and late times.

θc



Simultaneous concentration and angle 
measurements contradict ATV theory

This shows that surface slope is not 
independently dynamically active.

Theory Experiment

note expanded scale



Surface concentration and radially 
segregated core?

Perhaps the buried core of small particles is dynamically exchanging 
material with the surface and playing the role of θ ?

Projection technique for visualizing the buried core

Alternate between front 
and back lighting camera

See the shadow of the 
dark subsurface core



Simultaneous front surface and core 
projection movies

front view

projection view

Presegregated bands in the travelling wave regime



Spacetime view of surface and core projections

c core width

Surface concentration and core width are also in phase.



Axial segregation remains a mystery!

Segregation looks like an oscillatory instability 
of the radial core, not a surface slope effect.

We have not identified an out-of-phase field 
analogous to θ in ATV theory. Is it essential?

Subtle charge effects etc. seem to have been 
eliminated.  Or are they?

Return to simplest questions about axial 
transport in the tube.



How does the scale of the pattern
depend on tube diameter?

C.R.J. Charles, Z. Khan and S. Morris, Granular Matter, published online
http://www.springerlink.com/link.asp?id=w40565w1311651l2



How does the scale of the pattern
depend on tube diameter?

D=2.85 cm



How does the scale of the pattern
depend on tube diameter?

D=11.5 cm
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How does the scale of the pattern
depend on tube diameter?

slope = 0.73 ± 0.03
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How does the scale of the pattern
depend on tube diameter?

!/D ! 0.73

for large D
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Growth rate of the pattern
goes to zero for small tube diameter.



How does the scale of the pattern
depend on tube diameter?

Models appear to imply that 

Growth rates not predicted by any model.

Our results agree with  Alexander et al, 
who conclude that segregation is only found 
when                            where     is the 
particle size.

! ! D

! = D/d > 55, d

A. Alexander,  F.J. Muzzio, T. Shinbrot, 
Granular Matter, 5, 171 (2004). 



  

Pulse quickly moves to axis of rotation and becomes 
subsurface.  It then expands slowly along the axis of the tube.

Is this diffusive, as assumed by most models?

How are grains actually transported axially? 

back projection view

Study the spreading of presegregated pulses



  

Pulse width 1.5mm

Spacetime view of narrow pulse initial condition



Image of 
core shadow

Core volume is preserved as it spreads

Edge detection
to get h(x,t)



(Later see that this is not generally true.)

Core volume is preserved as it spreads

!
[h(x, t)]2dx is constant in time as core spreads.



Broadening of narrow pulse initial condition

For normal diffusion, we expect width ! t
1
2



width grows as        with  t! ! < 1
2

! = 0.38 ± 0.03

Axial transport is subdiffusive, 
much slower than normal diffusion.

Z. S. Khan and S. W. Morris, Phys. Rev. Lett. 94, 048002 (2005).



Collapse the width and height with a single !

For normal diffusion, this would be a 
gaussian.  What is it here?



!!C

!t!
= D

!2C

!z2

Two simple model equations with subdiffusion

Fractional diffusion

!C

!t
= D̃

!2

!t2
[C2]

Has self-similar solutions that scale as       with t
!

! = "/2.

Porous medium equation

Scaling solution looks like a pointy gaussian for ! ! 0.3.

Barenblatt solution has          scaling exactly.t
1/3

Scaling solution is a portion of a parabola.



Fit shape to fractional diffusion
and the porous medium equation

Fractional diffusion 
equation has tails.

Porous medium
equation is 
a better fit.



How general is subdiffusion?

For thin (2.85 cm) tubes and this grain size ratio, we
find    is independent of     and grain material.! !



Self-diffusion of dyed salt grains is also subdiffusive

! = 0.3



How general is subdiffusion?

Increase tube diameter 

Increase diameter 
of larger grain, and hence   

Core gains volume
by entrainment

Core loses volume
by mixing

!

D

Core has constant volume



Increase drum diameter           

height

width

Pulse width and height scale differently from each other.



Increase drum diameter           

Pulse width and height scale differently from each other.

Core gains volume by entraining large particles, but 
spreads with similar exponent !.



Increase larger grain size           

Pulse width and height again scale differently.



Summary: width of pulse grows 
subdiffusively with same      even when 

entrainment and mixing occurs  

Small grains were 177-220 um, 
drum rotation rate was 0.31 rad/sec.

Same width exponent observed for self-subdiffusion.

!,



Even axial transport is complicated!

Radial core can mix with larger particles as it 
spreads, but, in any case ...

Axial transport is slower than diffusive models 
assume.  Need to account for subdiffusion.

What, if anything, does this have to do with 
axial segregation? 

Your ideas needed!


